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1 Introduction  
 
In open and evolving environments such as the World Wide Web, the amount of 

information available is proliferating at a tremendous rate.  Data on the Web comes in 
various forms.  At one extreme, online traditional database systems manage large 
amounts of highly structured data, much of it behind form interfaces.  At the other 
extreme, many Web pages are totally unstructured (containing raw text written in natural 
language), or at least only informally semistructured (containing some elements of typed 
or structured data presented in an unstructured or semistructured way).  Between these 
two extremes, the most important of the various forms is XML, which provides a way to 
formally model semistructured data. 

With all of this data, one of the huge challenges we face is the integration of 
information that is extracted from structured, semistructured, and unstructured sources 
pertaining to a domain of interest.  Our approach to this problem begins with a domain-
of-interest specification, which we call a target view.  We define a target view as a 
conceptual schema like the ontology in [ECJL+99].  Such an ontology consists of a 
description of object sets and relationship sets among the object sets that are of interest to 
the end user (the creator of the ontology).  An ontology may also include constraints and 
reasoning or inference rules that further describe the domain of interest.  Given a 
particular target view, we can integrate multiple information sources by (1) discovering 
applicable information sources; (2) individually matching and reconciling the concepts in 
applicable information sources with corresponding concepts in the target view; and (3) 
merging the related data.  The target view is a central, organizing concept for our 
approach. 

The objective of this dissertation is to resolve the problems of discovering 
applicable information sources, and then matching and reconciling information sources 
with a target view1.  Significantly, a target view is independent of any particular 
information source. 

Given a target view, we address the following two sub-problems: 

(1) Source discovery — we first determine whether an information source or 
any portion of the source is applicable to the target view. 

(2) Source matching and reconciliation — given a set of applicable sources, it is 
likely that individual sources will use different object sets, different 
terminology for the same object sets, different relationship sets, or different 
values with the same object sets.  Therefore we must match elements of the 
various applicable sources with the target view, and reconcile these 
differences. 

Solving these two problems will allow us to identify data of interest and bring it into a 
target view, a common formalism, so that the data can be fully integrated (assuming that 
the downstream problem of merging related data is resolved).  Before giving the details 

                                                 
1 These problems are difficult enough that the downstream problem of merging related data is deemed to be 
beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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about how we intend to solve those two problems, we first give an overview of related 
work in source discovery and information integration. 

1.1 Source Discovery Overview 
Discovering desired information is related to information retrieval (IR) [FB92, 

SM83].  IR is concerned with indexing a collection of documents based on document 
topics, and answering queries by returning a ranked list of relevant documents [BR99].   
In particular, the focus is on measuring the similarity of two documents or the relevance 
of documents to a given request.  In contrast, the central focus for discovering desired 
information in our approach is to identify documents that contain objects and 
relationships compatible with those specified by a desired target view.  Thus, the 
discovered information not only relates to the topic of a particular application, which is 
similar to the goal of the IR problem, but also relates to the structure of the target view.  
Moreover, the object sets and relationship sets comprise a finer level of information than 
the application topics used in the IR approach.  Given this finer level of information 
structure, the data contained in an information source can be extracted according to the 
specification in a target view. 

The classical approach of IR is to rely on keyword matching.  That is, keywords 
are extracted from each document either manually or automatically, and documents are 
compared based on the extracted keywords.  Interrelationships among keywords are 
usually ignored.  For example, while a classical IR approach might classify one document 
containing a sentence like “Wilhemine Friderike Carolina ERDMAN, born on 30 OCT 
1864, Buffalo, Erie, NY…”, it will not consider the relationship between “Wilhemine 
Friderike Carolina ERDMAN” and  “Buffalo, Erie, NY”.  Thus, classical IR systems 
cannot precisely find applicable information sources that match a target view containing 
relationships like “person was born at place”.  This is because keywords do not indicate 
which object set patterns and relationship set patterns are compatible with the 
specifications declared in a target view.  Classical IR systems are good for preliminary 
exploration, but they retrieve too many irrelevant information sources for our purposes. 

We can provide a better source discovery solution by using all the information in 
the target view specification.  Given the values recognized by the target view 
specification and metadata extracted from an information source, we can construct a set 
of applicability heuristics.  Then, based on machine-learned rules over these heuristic 
measurements, we determine whether an information source is applicable to a given 
target view.  Our approach can markedly improve precision over the keyword-based IR 
approaches. 

Our approach for source discovery largely utilizes machine-learning techniques to 
exploit a broad set of heuristics to produce rules to detect applicable information sources.  
Modern IR systems also include learning-based text classification [BB63, Hoyle73, 
Maron61] as an IR task.  Text classification often depends on keyword-based techniques 
and statistical learning methods to classify document topics.   While applying text 
classification methods in IR systems, one or more category labels are assigned to a 
document.  This method presumes a predefined, static set of user interests (categories) 
but suffers because of a lack of semantic analysis.  Compared with our approach, text 
classification methodology cannot process complex information requests specified as 
target views.  
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Information extraction techniques based on natural language processing (NLP) 
have been shown to be effective for high precision text classification [RL94], which is 
able to deal with more complex information requests than traditional text classification.  
However, NLP techniques are computationally expensive, especially for user requests as 
complex as the specifications declared in a target view.  Thus, it is difficult for NLP 
approaches to scale up to the large quantity of documents in the context of our source 
discovery and information integration problem.  In contrast, our approach depends on 
ontology-based data extraction techniques [ECJL+99] to recognize values from an 
information source, so our data-extraction technique is not as expensive as NLP 
alternatives. 

Ontology-based data extraction techniques maintain the knowledge for an 
application domain in the specification of a desired target view.  Similarly, within the IR 
community, knowledge-based IR systems [Goodman91, HW91, RJ91] have been 
developed that address some problems raised in keyword-based IR systems using rule 
bases or other knowledge resources.  Knowledge-based IR systems have attempted to 
capture searchers’ and information specialists’ domain knowledge and classification 
scheme knowledge. However, they do not usually have learning ability and only perform 
what they are programmed to do.  Moreover, most knowledge-based IR systems require 
an extensive manual knowledge-engineering effort that takes significant time and human 
resources to acquire knowledge from domain experts.  In contrast, our approach has the 
ability to learn the knowledge needed to do the classification and thus is much easier to 
port to new application domains.     

1.2 Information Integration Overview 
In our approach, we attack the problem of source matching and reconciliation in 

the context of information integration systems.  In the following, we give an overview of 
information integration systems as well as approaches to the problem of source matching 
and reconciliation.  

From a practical view of point, an important distinction in building an information 
integration system is whether to take a warehousing or a virtual approach [HZ96, Hul97].  
In the warehousing approach [ZGHW95, LMSS95], data from multiple information 
sources is loaded into a warehouse, and user queries are applied to the data warehouse.  
The warehouse approach requires updates to the warehouse when the source data changes 
and the updates are typically done in batches, not on demand.  Such an approach 
guarantees adequate query performance because queries are read only and operate on a 
single repository.  In the virtual approach, the data remains in the information source, and 
user queries are decomposed at run time into queries on the information sources.  The 
virtual approach is appropriate when the number of information sources is large and 
individual information sources change frequently, but it requires more sophisticated 
query optimization and execution methods to guarantee adequate performance. 

From a theoretical point of view, the traditional approach to information 
integration is to create a mediated schema, which is a set of object sets and relationship 
sets that describe individual entities and relationships between the entities in the domain 
of expected user queries.  To evaluate queries, the information integration system 
translates queries on the mediated schema into queries on the underlying information 
sources.  There are two sub-approaches [Ullman97]: global-as-view (GaV) [BGLM+99, 
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CHSA+95, GPQR+97, Hammer99, IFF99, LAW, Singh98, TRV96,] and local-as-view 
(LaV) [ACHK93, FPNB99, GBMS99, GKD97, LRO96, MKSI96, PSBG+99, SSR94]. 

In the GaV approach, global concepts, which consist of object sets and 
relationship sets found in the sources, are synthesized in the mediated schema.  In the 
LaV approach, global concepts are declared independent of information sources.  The 
main advantage of the GaV approach is that query reformulation is simple, because it 
reduces to view unfolding, which means that queries to the sources are immediately 
available based on the view specification.  However, whenever a new information source 
is added or a current underlying information source is changed, the change needs to be 
propagated to the mediated schema.  In contrast, in the LaV approach, it is simple to add 
or delete information sources since the source descriptions do not need to take into 
account the interactions with other source descriptions. But it is difficult for a LaV 
information integration system to process complicated queries because the LaV approach 
has to apply query rewriting algorithms to decompose a user query into subqueries in 
terms of the information sources.  The query rewriting algorithms generate the rewriting 
in time that is exponential in the size of the query.   

Our target-view approach complements both the GaV and the LaV approaches.  
Like GaV, our target view provides a mediated schema in terms of global concepts and 
the interrelations between the concepts, but like LaV, the mediated schema is declared 
independent of the information sources. The independent target view limits the scope of 
the integration to a predefined set of concepts.  This makes the integration work more 
manageable than the traditional GaV approach and keeps the scalability as in a LaV 
approach.  Further, each information source has its own independent source view 
declaration, which is a populated conceptual schema.  We map the target view to each 
source view in such a way that query formulation results in view unfolding.  This allows 
the integration to have better query response time than the traditional LaV approach.  The 
cost of our target-view approach is that we need manually construct a target view and 
produce a mapping between the target view and each of the information sources.  Our 
experience in teaching others to construct target views suggests that a target view for an 
application such as automobile want-ads can be created in a few dozen person-hours. 

Work on generating a mapping between a target view and an information source 
can be classified into rule- and learner-based matching approaches.  Rule-based matching 
approaches usually utilize only schema information and normally only in a hard-coded 
way.  Whenever the system changes to a new application domain, the hard-coded rules 
must be changed dependent on domain constraints.  We use a machine-learning approach, 
which exploits a broad set of properties utilizing both schema and data-instance 
information.  Based on the set of properties, we construct a set of similarity 
measurements between the object and relationship sets of the target view and the object 
and relationship sets of a source view.  Then, based on machine-learned rules over these 
similarity measurements, we determine whether an object or relationship set (explicit or 
derived) in the source view can match an object or relationship set in the target view.  
Compared with rule-based matching [CA99, MBR01, MZ98, PSU98, e.g.], our approach 
is easier to port to a new application domain because the learning methods automatically 
generate the matching rules.  Compared with other machine-learning approaches 
[CHR97, DDH01, LC00, MHH00, PE95], the most distinguished difference of our 
approach is that we construct a broad set of properties based on both schema and data-
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instance information in a systematic way by utilizing the specifications of source views 
and target views, which are conceptual model instances modeled based on OSM 
[EKM92].  OSM is the formal foundation of our target-view ontologies. 
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2 Thesis Statement 
 

We can resolve several problems with existing approaches to information discovery 
and integration by starting with a target view specified as an ontology that is conceptual 
and independent of any information source.  We can develop semi-automatic procedures 
that use a given target view T to (1) identify whether an information source S applies to T, 
and (2) generate a mapping between T and S.  Generated mappings allow data to be 
extracted from applicable sources so that queries processed against the target can be 
applied to a wide range of applicable sources.  Our approach constitutes an improved 
solution because our method 
(1) can process more complex user requests (specified in a single target view), 
(2) can discover applicable information sources more precisely, 
(3) is more scalable and portable than IR systems, and 
(4) retains both the query performance of the GaV approach and the scalability of the 
LaV approach to unify a large number of heterogeneous information sources. 
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3 Research Description  

This dissertation includes two components: one is to identify information sources 
applicable to a desired target view and the other is to generate target-to-source mappings 
between the concepts of the target view and the concepts of applicable source views. The 
issues associated with these two components are as follows: (1) applicability of 
information sources, (2) analysis of information sources, (3) direct semantic matches, (4) 
indirect semantic matches, (5) object-set similarity measurement, (6) relationship-set 
similarity measurement, and (7) implementation.  The seven issues are addressed in the 
following discussion.  

A target view is specified as an ontology (defined in [ECJL+99]), which consists 
of two components (1) an object/relationship-model instance that describes sets of 
objects, sets of relationships among objects, and constraint over object and relationship 
sets, and (2) for each object set, a data frame that defines the potential contents of the 
object set and may also include constraints and rules for reasoning and inferencing.  A 
data frame for an object set defines the lexical appearance of constant objects for the 
object set and establishes appropriate keywords that are likely to appear with the object in 
an information source.   

A source view is similar to a target view, and is an ontology constructed based on 
metadata extracted from an information source. However, in a source view, the data 
frames describe data values associated with the object sets in the underlying information 
source.  We assume that we can construct the source views of the applicable information 
sources based on existing wrapper generation techniques (e.g. [Adelberg98, DDL00, 
ECJL+99, GLSR00, MMN99, SA99]).   

The OSM conceptual model [EKW92] provides a uniform model for target views 
and source views.  There is a graphical version and a textual version for a target view or a 
source view.  Figure 1 shows a graphical version of target view for a car application, 
including object and relationship sets and cardinality constraints. The graphical version 
does not include the data frames associated with object sets.  Figure 2 shows a partial 
textual version of target view for the car application, including object and relationship 
sets and cardinality constraints (lines 1-8) and a few lines of the data frames (lines 9-16). 
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3.1 Source Discovery 
 In order to collect applicable information sources for a target view, we first 
determine if the available information sources (or any portion of the sources) are relevant 
to the target view.   We then analyze the relevant information sources to locate the data 
that is of interest and reconfigure that data if necessary. 

Every target view declares a primary object set of interest such as Car in Figure 1.   
If an information source contains only one object of interest (e.g., if a Web page only 
describes a single car), we call it a single-record document; if an information source 
contains two or more objects of interest, we call it a multiple-record document.  For 
either a single-record document or a multiple-record document, we call it an applicable 
information source to our target view.  If an information source does not contain any 
useful data of our interest, we call it an inapplicable information source to our target 
view.  A document may contain structured data, semi-structured data, or unstructured 
data.   For both single-record and multiple-record documents, each “record” contains the 
information about an object of interest.  The record is composed of the data for a set of 
related objects and relationships, which are instances of object sets and relationship sets 
specified in the target view.   

Figure 3 shows an example of an applicable information source with respect to a 
desired target view for the car application shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.   The 
applicable information source is a multiple-record document containing four records, and 
each of the records is composed of data compatible with specifications of the object sets 
including Year, Price, Mileage, PhoneNr, Feature, Model and Make, and the relationship 
sets including Car has Year, Car has Price, Car has Mileage, Car has PhoneNr, Car has 
Feature, Car has Model, and Car has Make.  

 

Figure 1:  The Graphic Version of Target View For Car Application 

Figure 2:  The Textual Version of Target View For Car Application (partial) 
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3.1.1 Source Applicability 
 [Chakrabarti99] points out that crawlers and search engines today do not provide 

adequate support for automatic source discovery.  Though we still can apply crawlers or 
search engines to selectively seek out documents that may be relevant to the general topic 
embodied in a target view, we really do not know about the finer level of applicability of 
each document in the collection to the target view because of the limitations of current 
crawlers and search engines [BR99].  One way to further filter the documents is to exploit 
a set of applicability measurements based on the comparison between a document in the 
collection and the target-view application model.  We have applied several applicability 
measurements including (1) vector space modeling (VSM)[ENX01], (2) logistic 
regression [Wang01], and (3) multi-variate analysis [Tang01].  Further, we can also apply 
learning methods [Mitchell97] to automatically select and combine available applicability 
measures.  These learning methods are likely to be particularly useful in an open and 
evolving information environment such as the Web or for dealing with many different 
target views.   

 
 
 
Usually, applicability measurements depend on data contained in source 

documents, and the various kinds of documents do make some difference.  For a normal 
unstructured document, the information we are interested in is the raw text contained in 
the document.  With the growing trends of using databases and forms to provide 
information through the Web, more than 80% of the information [GLSR00] can now only 
be obtained by a user who fills in a form, which acts as an interface between the user and 
the serving database.   The data behind the forms can only be retrieved with queries. 
[Yau00] introduces a method to automatically recognize forms and retrieve data behind a 
Web form.  Thus, in addition to the data behind forms, we can also use form fields and 
database attributes in applicability measurements.     

Figure 3:  An Applicable Information Source for Car Application
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For semistructured data, mainly XML pages, we know that XML describes data 
with potentially meaningful tags.  Thus, in addition to the data contained in an XML 
document, the content-based tags give us another clue to compute applicability measures.  

 
3.1.2 Source Analysis 

Given an applicable information source, if it only contains unstructured data, we 
would like to apply an ontology-based data extraction technique [ECJL+99] to obtain 
data from the information source so that the data can be further merged into the target 
view. However, the applied data extraction technique works well only if the text for each 
record in the applicable information source can be located and isolated.  Thus, we would 
like to locate the objects of interest and configure them if necessary in the document.  
Moreover, for a multiple-record or single-record document, although it may be classified 
as applicable to a target view, part of the document may be inapplicable to the target 
view.  Thus, we need to identify relevant data and discard inapplicable data such as 
headers and other sections that have nothing to do with the object of interest. 

We differentiate between analyzing a multiple-record document and analyzing a 
single-record document.  To locate the objects of interest in a multiple-record Web 
document, we must determine whether the document is (1) pure (consists only of records 
of interest), (2) interspersed (consists of applicable and inapplicable records) and (3) 
linked (has off-page information needed to complete records).  If it is necessary to 
configure the records in a multiple-record Web document, we must determine whether 
the records are (4) split across natural boundaries, (5) factored with header or trailer data, 
and/or (6) grouped within natural boundaries.  For a single-record document we must 
only determine whether it is (1) pure, (2) linked and/or (3) split.   

Once we determine where the information is and how it is configured we may 
need to rearrange it.  Thus, we locate the records containing the data of interest in the 
document and discard other inappropriate records.  We locate and combine any additional 
off-page information to make complete records.  We put the components of split records 
together and separate grouped records.  And we find the factored information and 
distribute it appropriately into the records.  

3.2 Source/Target Matching 
To produce a target-to-source mapping between a target view and a source view, 

we must respectively match object and relationship sets in the target view with existing or 
derived object and relationship sets in the source view.  If a match potentially relates two 
existing object sets or relationship sets respectively in a target view and a source view, 
we can calculate the similarity directly. Otherwise, we can derive object or relationship 
sets in the source view on the basis of existing object and relationship sets and then can 
calculate the similarity of derived source object or relationship sets with given target 
object or relationship sets.  The similarity measures determine whether the object sets or 
relationship sets should match. 

  
3.2.1 Direct Matches 
 We need to investigate both syntactic and semantic information associated with 
object or relationship sets to decide whether they match.  In our approach, we use 
different facets of the associated information including the use of  (1) names, (2) data 
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values (associated with either object or relationship sets),  (3) context keywords and data 
descriptions (associated with either object or relationship sets), and (4) constraints 
(associated with relationship sets).     

For names of object and relationship sets, we need a dictionary or thesaurus to 
obtain potential matches.   WordNet [WN, Mil95] is a readily available lexical reference 
system that organizes English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs into synonym sets, 
each representing an underlying lexical concept. We use WordNet as an imported 
knowledge resource in our approach to construct the metadata and make comparisons 
between names in source and target views.    

For another two facets of metadata, we consider two aspects of data instances 
associated with object or relationship sets.  Since the data instances may have different 
units and different representations, we provide a set of unit conversion routines and type 
coercion routines to normalize the data instances so that the data models can be 
maximally unified. After pre-processing, we can construct a similarity confidence 
measure based on the characteristics of the data instances. The characteristics gathered 
depend on the data types:  numeric or alphanumeric.  For the numeric data type, the 
characteristics include mean, variance, coefficient of variance, and standard deviation.  
For the alphanumeric data type, the characteristics include string length, space ratio 
(number of spaces over the string length), and alphabetic/non-alphabetic ratio (number of 
alphabetic/non-alphabetic over the string length).   A second similarity measure we can 
construct from the data instances is the use of the expected values in the target view.  We 
can associate with each object or relationship set in the target view a regular expression 
that matches values expected to appear in a source object or relationship set.  Then, using 
techniques described in [ECJL+99], we can extract values from sources and categorize 
them with respect to the object or relationship sets in the target view. 

Using context keywords and descriptions is another way to measure the similarity.  
For each object and relationship set in a target view, a data frame may declare its context 
keywords.  We can check for the presence of expected context keywords in data 
descriptions in an information source.    

Figure 4 shows an example of direct matches between object sets of a desired 
target view for a car application and object sets of a source view extracted from an 
information source.  Both the target view and the source view are shown in their 
graphical versions.  Based on our direct matching technique, we identify the object set 
matches, including (Car, Car), (Make, Make), (Model, Model), (Year, Year), and 
(Mileage, Miles).  For each of the matches, the first element is the object set in the target 
view, and the second element is the object set in the source view.  We can see that the 
output does not include the object set pair (Cost, Cost).  The reason is that the semantic 
meaning of “Cost” in the target view is the price of a used car, however, the semantic 
meaning of “Cost” in the source view is the monthly lease of renting a car.  Because our 
approach considers not only the schematic conflicts such as names of object sets, but also 
data information associated with the object sets, the generated mapping discards the 
match (Cost, Cost) because the characteristics of data values associated with the object 
sets distinguish the semantic meanings. 
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Our approach also generates relationship-set matches on the basis of relationship-

set constraints.  Constraint requirements for relationship sets fall into two basic 
categories: (1) type requirements needed to satisfy referential-integrity constraints and (2) 
predicate-calculus constraints.  To load a target relationship set from a source relationship 
set, the type of source objects connecting with the source relationship set must coerce to 
the type of the target object sets connecting with the target relationship set.   We thus 
must reconcile any discrepancies.  If the predicate-calculus constraints on a target 
relationship set are not coincident with predicate-calculus constraints on a potentially 
matching source relationship set, the data instances from the source relationship may or 
may not be directly loadable into a target relationship set.  In any case, constraint 
mismatches make the match suspicious and should be reconciled.    
 
3.2.2 Indirect Matches 
 Although a source view may not have an object or relationship set that directly 
corresponds to a declared object or relationship set in a target view, we may be able to 
derive an object or relationship set that does correspond.   In general, we can specify 
these object-  and relationship-set derivations as queries.  For example, we can generate a 
relationship set by means of joining relationship sets along a path in a source view.  
However, since the number of queries over a view instance is typically unbounded, we 
are selective in the kinds of queries we generate.   The categories of query 
transformations we consider are: (1) object-set name as value, (2) value aggregation and 
decomposition, (3) generalizations and specializations of object sets, and (4) path queries 
including queries over degenerate paths, consisting of only one edge.   For each of these 
transformations we must (1) recognize that we need for the transformation, (2) formulate 
and translate the transformation query, and (3) derive the constraints for the view 

Figure 4: Direct Matches Between Object-sets  
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generated by the transformation query.   As long as we construct the derived object or 
relationship sets from specific queries, we are able to derive object instances for the 
target view from source-view instances.   

Figure 5 shows an example of indirect matches between object sets of a target 
view for a car application and object sets of a source view extracted from an information 
source.  Based on the direct matching technique proposed previously, we can identify the 
object set matches (Car, Car), (Year, Year) and (Mileage, Miles).  However, this output is 
incomplete since there exist other potential matches between the source view and the 
target view.  For example, if we derive a new virtual object set by aggregating the values 
associated with two object sets Make and Model in the source view based on the 
relationships between the object sets Make, Model, and Car, the new virtual object set 
can match the target object set Make & Model. 

   

 
 
 
3.2.3 Similarity Measurement 
  To exploit the multiple facets of metadata we discussed previously, we build a 
framework to calculate the similarity between two object sets or two relationship sets.  
First, we apply each individual, independent facet of metadata to calculate the similarities 
of pairs of object or relationship sets, one from a target view and the other from a source 
view.  Then, using the confidences of similarity measures obtained from the first step, we 
combine the similarity measurements for each potential match into a unified measure of 
similarity.  

Although we probably have some idea about what metadata is most useful and in 
what combination and under what circumstances we should use this metadata, we 
probably do not know with certainty.  Thus, rather than try to encode algorithms over the 
metadata ourselves, we largely use machine learning to develop the algorithms.  This 
approach also has the advantage of being flexible in the presence of dynamic information 
sources, which are so common on the Web. 

Figure 5: Indirect Matches between Object sets 
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4 Research Plan 
 
 We plan to build a demo, run experiments, and publish the results.  The demo will 
be a prototype system to show both our source discovery and source matching work.  The 
experiments will be run against actual Web pages found on the global Internet. 

4.1 Demo  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 shows the architecture of the demo that implements the techniques 

discussed in this dissertation.  The goal of the architecture is two-fold (1) Discovery. The 
discovery part of the system recognizes and possibly rearranges data from an information 
source based on the specification of the target view.  As part of the discovery process, a 
set of pre-learned rules decides whether an information source applies to the target view. 
(2) Matching. For an information source with a source view, the matching part of the 
demo extracts metadata and uses it to generate target-to-source mappings.   

Figure 6:  Architecture of Information Integration System 
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In Figure 6, the ovals represent processes that get input resources from incoming 
arrows and generate outputs along the outgoing arrows (e.g., we can produce applicable 
information sources through a source-discoverer process for a target view while inputting 
information sources if training information sources are available.) The boxes represent 
resources that either act as input or output for processes. The lines that connect boxes and 
that have labeled reading direction arrows represent relationships among resources (e.g., 
the line between the boxes denoted as “Applicable Information Source” and “Target 
View” represents the relationship “Applicable Information Source is for Target View.”)   
We describe each component of the system in the following. 

? Target View.  A target view is an ontology [ECJL+99], a conceptual-model 
instance that describes a real-world application in a narrow, data-rich domain of 
interest.   We model target views in OSM [EKW92]. 

? Information Source.  An information source is any one of a set of Web pages 
collected into the system.  The information sources can be database tables, 
semistructured documents, or unstructured documents.  

? Information Source for Training.  The set of information sources for training is a 
subset of the information sources.  We apply machine-learning algorithms to the 
training set to generate rules to decide whether an information source applies 
based on a target view.  The training set is composed of positive examples and 
negative examples designated by a domain expert. 

? Source Discoverer.  The source discoverer recognizes and possibly rearranges 
objects and relationships according to the declarations in a target view.  The 
source discoverer uses data from training sources to obtain a set of decision rules 
based on available applicability measurements.   It then applies the decision rules 
to determine if an information source applies to a target view. 

? Applicable Information Source.  Each applicable information source applies to 
one of target views stored in the system.  

? Source Wrapper.  The source wrapper transforms an information source into a 
populated OSM model instance.  The wrapper generator partially relies on 
existing middleware tools. 

? Source View.  The source views are OSM model instances populated with source 
data.  

? Metadata Generator.  The metadata generator obtains metadata from a target view 
and source views and generates metadata views with the help of knowledge 
resources.  

? Knowledge Resource.  The knowledge resources are external resources that 
contain useful knowledge.  WordNet, for example, is one of the imported 
knowledge resources. 

? Metadata View.  The metadata view consists of the various abstractions of the 
metadata used to describe the similarity between a target view and a source view. 
The metadata view provides a framework for multifaceted exploitation of 
metadata in which we gather information about potential matches from various 
facets of metadata and make it possible to combine this information to generate 
and place confidence values on potential concept matches.   

? Metadata View for Training.   The document abstraction in the metadata view for 
training is a subset of the abstraction in the metadata view.  We use the training 
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set to apply machine-learning algorithms to generate rules to decide whether a 
target object set can match an actual or virtual source object set or a target 
relationship set can match an actual or a virtual source relationship set.   

? Mapping Generator.  The mapping generator generates target-to-source mappings 
between a source view and a target view.  The mapping generation is based on a 
set of pre-trained decision rules.  

? Target-to-Source Mapping.  The target-to-source mappings consist of matched 
object sets and matched relationship sets between a target view and a source view.  
Source-view object and relationship sets may be virtual, being derived as queries 
over actual source object and relationship sets.  

4.2 Experiments 
We will run several experiments to determine the effectiveness of our approach 

on real data.  When we choose the applications for our experiment, we would like to 
select applications that represent a rich set of domains, so that we can evaluate whether 
the approach is reliable and has high performance over a wide spectrum of applications.  
We divide the domain data into three partitions with respect to their functionalities: (1) 
business data, (2) historical data, and (3) scientific data.   

Based on the data partitions, at least three applications will be considered: (1) 
buying and selling (automobiles as an example)—business data, (2) genealogy—
historical data, and (3) biological structure—scientific data, but we intend to consider 
other applications so long as sufficient data exists.  For each task, based on the proposed 
architecture, we distinguish between two different phases: (1) a training phase for semi-
automatically generating source discovery and target/source matching rules, and (2) a 
testing phase for judging the applicability of source views and for producing target-to-
source mappings.  We will record both the training times and the testing times for each 
application and analyze applied algorithm complexities based on the application model 
and the performance computations.   Besides this, several human experts will evaluate the 
test results.  Assuming the human experts are correct, the three measures including 
accuracy, precision, and recall will be analyzed and discussed.   Assuming that 

(1) T is the set of all applicable information sources obtained for a desired 
target view or generated target-source matches between a target view 
and a source view by our approach and 

(2) T’ is the set of all inapplicable information sources obtained for a 
desired target view or incorrectly generated target-source matches 
between a target view and a source view by our approach and 

(3) L is the set of all application information source for a desired target 
view or target-source matches between a target view and a source 
view for the test phase and 

(4) L’ is the set of all inapplicable information source for a desired target 
view or inappropriate target-source matches between a target view and 
a source view for the test phase and 

(5) TL is the set of correctly classified applicable information sources and 
correctly generated target-source matches and 

(6) T’L’ is the set of correctly classified inapplicable information sources 
and correctly generated inappropriate target-source matches  
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then accuracy, precision and recall are obtained as follows 
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TTLprecision
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4.3 Applicable Machine-Learning Techniques 
In the framework of our approach, we largely apply learning-based algorithms to 

explore available quantitative measures and learn the discovery and matching algorithms.  
We compute the quantitative measures through data analysis and schema analysis 
techniques.  Our framework includes five learning techniques and an ad-hoc heuristics 
technique as potential resolutions to the six issues as shown in Table 1.  As we proceed, 
we will further analyze the potential resolutions to determine a final resolution to an 
issue. 
 
 DT kNN NB RL HMM AH 

Source Discovery (data) * * *   * 
Source Discovery (data + schema) * * *   * 
Direct Object-Set Matching * * *   * 
Direct Relationship-Set Matching * * *   * 
Indirect Object-Set Matching * * * * * * 
Indirect Relationship-Set 
Matching * * * * * * 

 
Note: DT (Decision Tree), kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor), NB (Na?ve Bayesian), RL 
(Reinforcement Learning), HMM (Hidden Markov Modeling), and AH (Ad Hoc 
Heuristics). 
Table 1: Research Issues and Possible Resolutions 

 
In Table 1, every cell corresponds an <i: issue, r: resolution> pair.  If a “*” 

appears in the cell, it means that we can apply the resolution r to the issue i.   
  We first discuss the basic ideas of the learning techniques and then explain how 
they apply to the discovery and matching issues. 
 
4.3.1 Decision Tree (DT), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Na?ve Bayesian (NB) 

DT, kNN and NB learning algorithms apply to learning tasks where each instance 
x is described by a conjunction of attribute values A >< naaa ,...,, 21 and where the target 
function f(x) can take on any value from some finite set V >< mvvv ,...,, 21 . 

Decision tree (DT) learning applies the C4.5 algorithm [Mitchell97], which is an 
active learning algorithm.  The output of DT learning is a decision tree.  The central 
choice in the C4.5 algorithm is selecting which attribute to test at each node in the tree.  
We would like to select the attribute that is most useful for classifying examples.  In 
order to find a good quantitative measure of the worth of an attribute, the algorithm 
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defines a statistical property, called information gain denoted by ),( iaSGain , which 
measures how well a given attribute )1( niai ??  separates the training examples S 
according to their target classification.  Formula 1 shows that the C4.5 algorithm uses this 
information-gain measure to select an attribute MAPa  that has the best information gain 
among the candidate attributes at each step while growing the tree, where argmax means 
“average maximum.”    

),(maxarg i
Aa

MAP aSGaina
i?

=  (1) 

 
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [Mitchell97] learning is a lazy learning algorithm.  

This algorithm assumes that all instances, >< naaa ,...,, 21 , correspond to points in an n-
dimensional space.   The nearest neighbors of an instance are defined in terms of the 
standard Euclidean distance.    

The Na?ve Bayesian (NB) learning algorithm is based on the simplifying 
assumption that the attribute values are conditionally independent given the target value.   
Formula 2 shows that NB classifies a new instance as the most probable target value, 

MAPv , given the attribute values >< naaa ,...,, 21 that describe the instance.  
)|()(maxarg j

i
ij

Vv
MAP vaPvPv

j

?
?

=  (2) 

 
where MAPv  denotes the target value output by the NB learning algorithm, )( jvP  is the 
probability of the target value jv , and )|( ji vaP is the conditional probability of ia  for 
target value jv . 
 
4.3.2 Reinforcement Learning (RL) 

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [Mitchell97] applies the Q learning algorithm 
[Mitchell97] to learn to control a sequential process for a special issue.  RL addresses 
how an agent learns control policies by means of trial-and-error interactions with a 
dynamic environment.  One important feature that makes RL unique is that it provides a 
way for an agent to learn by rewards and punishment without needing to specify how the 
task is to be achieved.   In RL, a task is defined by a set of states S, a set of actions A, and 
a state-action transition function δ : S?A->S.   At each time step, the learner selects an 
action, and then as a result is given a reward and its new state.  The goal of reinforcement 
learning is to learn a policy, a mapping from states to actions: π: S->A that maximizes the 
sum of its reward over time. 

In the Q learning algorithm, the agent can learn the evaluation function Q(s,a) , 
which is shown in Formula 3, so that its value is the maximum discounted cumulative 
reward that can be achieved starting from state s and applying a particular action a as the 
first action. 

)),((*),(),( asVasrasQ δγ+?  (3) 
 

where r  is the immediate reward by producing the succeeding state δ(s,a), 0?γ <1 is a 
constant that determines the relative value of delayed versus immediate rewards, and *V  
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is defined to be the sum of discounted future rewards over the infinite future.  The goal of 
reinforcement learning is to find the policy 

),(maxarg)( asQs
a

=π  

 
4.3.3 Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) 

Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) is composed of a set of states Q, with specified 

initial and final states 0q and Fq , a set of transitions between states ( Fqq
*

0 ? ), and a 
discrete vocabulary of output symbols Σ=σ1σ2…σM [RJ86].  The model generates a 
string x =x1x2…xi by beginning in the initial state, transitioning to a new state, emitting 
an output symbol, transitioning to another state, emitting another symbol, and so on, until 
a transition is made into the final state.  We define P(q->q’) as the transition probability 
that one state q follows another state q’, and P(q?σ) the probability that a state q emits a 
particular output symbol σ.  Once these are given, the probability of a particular path 
through the model generating the string x can be computed as the product of all transition 
and emission probabilities along the path.  The probability of the string x is the sum of the 
probabilities of all paths generating x. 
 
4.3.4 Ad Hoc Heuristics 
 For this technique, we apply heuristic rules to work on the issues listed in Table 1.  
   
4.3.5 Application of Techniques to Research Issues 
 Every cell in Table 1 corresponds to a pair composed of an issue and a resolution.  
Since we have already described the basic ideas of the resolutions, we now focus on how 
to apply the techniques to resolve the issues. 
 
4.3.5.1 DT, KNN, and NB Cells 

For each of the issues listed in the first column of the table, we can apply DT, 
kNN, and NB to resolve the issue.  During training phase, we are given a set of training 
documents and the target function f(x) for each document x.  For each training document 
x, we can compute a set of similarity measures representing semantic similarities and 
structural similarities between a target view and information sources.  In order to 
compute the similarity measures, we can consider several aspects related to data and 
schema characteristics such as means of numeric values, lengths of alphanumeric values, 
and synonyms of names in schemas.  One measure corresponds to each attribute 

)1( niai ??  in >< naaa ,...,, 21 .  Thus, we can collect a set of tuples as training data for 
the three learning techniques.  Each tuple, according to a document x, contains a set of 
measures and a target value >< )(,,...,, 21 xfaaa n .  These tuples constitute the training 
data.  During the testing phase, given a new instance x, we can classify it based on a 
decision tree output by DT, or based on the properties of the instance’s nearest neighbors 
stored in training data by kNN, or based on the most probable target value MAPv  
calculated by NB. 

When we calculate the attribute values for the instances input to the learning 
techniques, the data used for training and testing can contain errors—either the attribute 
values have errors since the measurement calculation sometimes depends on ad-hoc 
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heuristic techniques or the target values have errors since the domain expert may 
inadvertently introduce error target values.  A key feature of DT learning is that it is one 
of the best learning algorithms for a small set of training data and it is robust against 
noisy training data.  The kNN learning module is also robust against noisy training data.  
A practical issue in applying kNN learning is that the distance between instances is 
calculated based on all attribute values of the instances.  This lies in contrast to methods 
such as DT learning, which selects only a subset of instance attributes when forming the 
decision tree.   Thus, by applying the kNN learning module, we can consider each kind of 
semantic or structural conflicts when testing an instance and we can weight the attribute 
values to differentiate the importance of the measures.   NB learning is useful in many 
practical applications, even when the simple assumption of NB learning is not met. 
 
4.3.5.2 RL and HMM Cells 

These cells in Table 1 show that we apply HMM and RL to construct virtual 
object sets/relationship sets for indirect object-set/relationship-set matching.  The virtual 
object sets and the virtual relationship sets are views produced by queries over existing 
object sets or relationship sets in source views.  When a new information source enters 
the system, instead of exhaustively exploring the queries or manually constructing the 
queries, HMM and RL can recognize and produce the virtual object sets or virtual 
relationship sets automatically.  Given the virtual object sets or virtual relationship sets, 
we can further apply ad hoc heuristics or DT, kNN, and NB to resolve mappings over 
derived source views.  

  Setting up RL or HMM learning requires two inputs: (1) a target view that has 
both schema and data instances, perhaps given as regular expressions, and (2) a source 
view that has both schema and data instances, perhaps generated by wrapper tools.  The 
state set S of an RL or HMM learner corresponds to the set of object sets in the source 
view with respect to a goal state in the target view, and the state transitions correspond to 
the relationship sets between the object sets in the view. The output symbol of the state in 
HMM learning is defined as the set of data instances associated with the object set in the 
source view.  The reward of RL learning is given based on similarity calculation over 
both data and schema between the current state and the goal state.    

The key features of virtual object-set or virtual relationship-set construction that 
make RL the proper learning method for defining an optimal solution are: (1) 
performance is measured in terms of reward over time, and (2) the environment presents 
situations with a delayed reward.   HMM learning also provides us an applicable method 
for virtual object-set or virtual relationship-set construction.  HMM was originally used 
in speech recognition [HAJ90] and it has become the most successful speech model.  The 
main reason for this success is its ability to characterize the speech signal in a 
mathematically tractable way.  A well-defined formalism exists, which helps with the 
theoretical understanding of what can be expected when applying it to sequence analysis.  
Also, Bayesian statistics is used in several aspects of the method.  Given a sequence of 
multiple object sets and relationship sets, we can use statistical methods to build a 
specific HMM.  The probabilities that are required are estimated from the similarity 
measures.  Thus, HMM can be used to test other sequences whether they match or not.   
 
4.3.5.3 Ad Hoc Cells 
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For each of the listed issues, we can apply ad-hoc heuristics to resolve it.  We 
prefer learning methods, but may need to resort to ad-hoc techniques.   

4.4 Delimitations 
 In this dissertation, the following issues will not be addressed. 

? Merging related data from applicable information sources in target views. 
? Creating new wrapper generation tools. 
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5 Research Papers  
? Locating and Reconfiguring Records in Unstructured Multiple-Record Web 

Documents 
? Source Discovery for Multiple-Record Information Sources 
? Source Discovery Techniques for Multiple Types of Knowledge Sources  
? Exploitation of Metadata for Attribute Matching in Information Integration 
? Generating Direct Target-to-Source Mappings from an Information Source to a 

Target View 
? Generating Indirect Target-to-Source Mappings from an Information Source to a 

Target View 
? An Environment for Target-Based Source Discovery and Source Matching 
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6 Contribution to Computer Science  
 Our vision is to provide a truly generic and powerful architecture to enable quality 
source discovery and source matching based on a predefined target view.  The target 
view is independent of any available information source, which makes the approach 
scalable in open and evolving environments.  The architecture provides a framework, 
which largely applies machine-learning techniques to learn the source-discovering and 
source-matching algorithms.  These machine-learning algorithms exploit a set of 
available metadata associated with the target view and the information sources, instead of 
applying hard-coded heuristics constructed manually by end users.  The developed 
system should classify, and rearrange if necessary, the applicable information in sources 
for the target view and should generate the target-to-source mappings.  It is intended that 
a prototype implementation will evaluate and validate the ideas described in this 
proposal.  The prototype will also provide a graphical user interface for the user and 
should enable the discovery and matching procedures to be semi-automatic, requiring as 
little user’s intervention as possible.   
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7 Dissertation Schedule  

? Locating and Reconfiguring Records in Unstructured Multiple-Record Web 
Documents  (Dec., 2000) 

 
? Source discovery for multiple knowledge source integration (Dec. 2001) 

o Source analysis 
- Unstructured  (Dec., 2000) 
- Structured (Oct., 2001) 
- Semi-structured (Oct., 2001) 

o Analysis method combination  (Dec., 2001) 
 

? Extracting Target-to-Source Mappings from Information Sources into a Target 
View (Aug., 2002) 

o Direct matching (Apr., 2002) 
- Concept matching  
- Relationship matching  

o Indirect matching (Dec., 2002) 
- Evaluation of necessity 
- Concept and relationship restructuring 
- Matching techniques 
 

? An Example-based Environment for Target Based Source Discovery and Source 
Matching (Apr., 2003) 

o Framework 
o Demo implementation  
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